We describe a new method for computing coherent Lagrangian vortices in two-dimensional flows according to any of the following approaches: blackhole vortices [23] , objective Eulerian Coherent Structures (OECSs) [37] , material barriers to diffusive transport [24, 25] , and constrained diffusion barriers [25] . The method builds on ideas developed previously in [29] , but our implementation alleviates a number of shortcomings and allows for the fully automated detection of such vortices on unprecedentedly challenging real-world flow problems, for which specific human interference is absolutely infeasible. Challenges include very large domains and/or parameter spaces. We demonstrate the efficacy of our method in dealing with such challenges on two test cases: first, a parameter study of a turbulent flow, and second, computing material barriers to diffusive transport in the global ocean.
Introduction
Lagrangian coherent structures or, more specifically, coherent Lagrangian vortices (CLVs) play an important role in the transport and mixing of passive, potentially weakly diffusive, scalar quantities in fluid flows. Such structures can be found in flows ranging from the planetary scale [19, 1] , to the human scale [27] , to even smaller scales.
Over the past decade, a variety of modeling approaches have been developed to characterize CLVs. Intuitively, CLVs are viewed as material structures that sustain a nonfilamenting boundary under advection by the flow [22, 23, 13] ; or material structures that resist leakage of a diffusive passive scalar in an advection-diffusion process [30, 24, 25] . Data-driven approaches view CLVs as collections of trajectories that stay together under the motion of the flow [2, 16, 21, 3, 33] . Related Eulerian approaches view coherent sets as space-time structures that do not mix much with their spatial neighborhood [15, 12] . While these approaches intuitively target the same observed phenomenon, they often yield different structures when applied to the same flow [19] .
To date, only few methods have been successfully applied to realistic flow problems. See, for instance, [18, 23, 29, 20, 19, 39, 17] for studies of "medium" complexity (in that either the domain is not too large or the number of known/expected structures is low), and [1] for the only-to the best of our knowledge-large-scale study. The reasons for this lack of realistic applications are manifold: (i) most methods are not fully automated or even automizable, cf. [19] , (ii) some methods intrinsically do not scale well with the size of the domain, the number of expected coherent structures, or the number of tracked trajectories; and/or (iii) there are no performant and robust implementations available.
Our aim in this paper is to report on our progress towards bridging the gap between large-scale applications and those methods that subsume the "geodesic vortices" class: black-hole vortices [23] , objective Eulerian Coherent Structures (OECSs) [37] , and material barriers to diffusive transport [24, 25] . The algorithms are developed as part of the open-source CoherentStructures.jl project. These methods in principle scale well with the size of the domain, but existing implementations related to the publications [32, 29, 20, 38] failed to fully leverage this; we therefore had to make significant conceptual and implementation modifications.
Conceptually, our work is based on the index-theory-based methodology developed in [29] , whose implementation was a mixture of methods implemented in [11, 32, 20] . In [38] , Serra & Haller identified (i) the detection of tensor field singularities (points of repeated tensor eigenvalues) of tensor fields and (ii) the identification of their topological type as major computational bottlenecks in the implementation of [29] . Moreover, these steps required a number of parameters whose choice had-at times-unpredictable impact on the computational outcome. As an alternative, they derived an automated method for computing geodesic vortices based on the geometry of the underlying geodesic flow. On the upside, their approach (i) does not require singularity detection and type identification at all, and (ii) is designed to, in principle, not miss any coherent vortices at a given computational accuracy and spatial resolution. On the downside, however, (i) the gradient of the underlying computed tensor field is required, (ii) the computation is performed on the whole domain at once without a localization option; and (iii) the currently available implementation is not performant.
In our implementation, we have carefully addressed the issues raised by [38] regarding the implementation of [29] . Specifically, we have improved a number of aspects related to the (inherently robust) topological index-theory-based methods. In the spirit of discrete differential geometry, we now discretize the tensor index computation in a manner such that important properties are preserved, and these properties are exploited efficiently. The main reason why we argue it is worth improving on the index-based approach is that it allows for the identification of a comparatively small number of candidate regions that each potentially contain a CLV, around which one may then restrict subsequent computations. This in particular allows for straightforward parallelization. Ultimately, flow problems of high complexity become manageable.
Implemented in the modern and performant programming language Julia [4] , our package is able to find geodesic vortices on domains of unprecedented size and orders of magnitude faster than what is the current state of the art. Specifically, we demonstrate our code (i) on a parameter-dependent turbulent flow and (ii) in a global ocean surface simulation using a computational grid of tens of millions of points. The required computational power does not exceed what is available on an ordinary work station or a modern desktop machine. While there remains room for further improvement, this shows that it is possible to effectively compute CLVs in very large-scale 2D flows and/or to perform extensive parameter studies on medium-sized domains.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we recall the mathematical framework of [24] that introduced the concept of "material barriers (to diffusive transport)" as an instance of the methods falling into the category of geodesic vortices. These are then summarized together with a generic computational approach in Section 2.2. Section 3 is devoted to the description of our computational approach based on index theory for planar line fields. For convenience, we have collected related facts in Appendix A. Finally, we demonstrate the outstanding capabilities of our implementation on two nontrivial applications in Section 4: a parameter study based on a minimal two-dimensional turbulence simulation on the torus, and a global ocean surface velocity simulation.
Background

Mathematical setting
We now recall the theory related to material barriers to diffusive transport [24] , this being one instance of a method that fits into the geodesic vortex framework. This is also the method we use in the examples in 4. Here the setting is a time-dependent incompressible fluid velocity field F : U × T → R 2 , where U is an open, simply connected subset of R 2 and T is a finite time interval. A passive scalar u, i.e., a scalar quantity that does not affect the velocity field, undergoes advection-diffusion if it satisfies the partial differential equation (PDE)
In words, the density u is carried by the fluid and diffuses isotropically. The inclusion of anisotropic and/or spatially inhomogeneous and time-dependent diffusion is straightforward, but omitted here for ease of presentation. Equation (1) models the evolution of a range of physically relevant quantities, including concentrations of dissolved substances (like salinity and temperature) and vorticity in the 2D Navier-Stokes equations. Strictly speaking, none of these three examples is passive, but certainly temperature and salinity can be regarded as such over time scales of a few weeks or even months. Furthermore, Eq. (1) on R 2 can be interpreted as the Fokker-Planck/Kolmogorov forward equation of the stochastic differential equation
provided that F satisfies certain regularity assumptions; cf. [28] . The initial value u(·, 0) = u 0 uniquely defines the solution of Eq. (1) given appropriate boundary conditions on ∂U × T . The value ε > 0 is the diffusivity (or the inverse Péclet number in the non-dimensionalized form) and is very small in many applications. In the absence of diffusion ( = 0), u is conserved and transported along the characteristics of the velocity field F . Characteristics x t satisfy the ordinary differential equation (ODE) d dt x t = F (x t , t). We denote by Φ t t 0 the flow-map for this ordinary differential equation, i.e., Φ t t 0 (p) corresponds to the time-t solution of the ODE with initial value x t 0 = p. By definition, Lagrangian (or material structures) are invariant under the flow t → Φ t t 0 . Hence, the flow map can be used to define Lagrangian coordinates in space by labelling a spatialtemporal point (x, t) using the fluid "particle" p that occupies x at time t. Clearly, in Lagrangian coordinates there is no advective transport, moreover with this change of coordinates the advection-diffusion equation (1) takes the form of a pure diffusion equation [41, 30, 24] ∂
where
are, respectively, the diffusion tensor and the scalar density in Lagrangian coordinates. This coordinate change allows for the separation of the reversible effects of advection from the irreversible effects of the combined advection and diffusion. Note that the Lagrangian diffusion tensor field D is both t-and p-dependent.
In this framework, material barriers to diffusive and stochastic transport have been defined in [24] as material surfaces which extremize diffusive transport over the finite observation time interval. There, it is shown that in two-dimensional flows, the diffusive transport through a one-dimensional material manifold Γ is given in leading order (with respect to diffusivity ε) by
where T t t 0 is the transport tensor field, defined as the time-average of the Lagrangian diffusion tensor fields, i.e.
, ν is the outward-pointing normal, and dA is the canonical (Euclidean) surface measure. After normalizing by the length 1 of Γ and choosing a most "diffusion-prone" distribution of u 0 , a functional on closed curves is found whose stationary points are null-geodesics of an indefinite metric tensor field. This fits nicely into the "geodesic vortex" framework described in the next section. As a by-product, the trace of the transport tensor, trace(T), coined diffusion barrier strength (DBS), is a diagnostic field whose logarithm we will use for visualization purposes as a scalar background field in this work.
Coherent Lagrangian vortices as null-geodesics
Mathematically speaking, the "geodesic vortex" approach consists of the computation of closed null-geodesics of a (possibly indefinite) metric tensor field that has undergone a parameter-dependent shift. Three different vortex approaches can be formulated in this setting:
(a) the "black hole vortex" approach [23] , which seeks stationary curves of a functional related to stretching; (b) the "objective Eulerian coherent structures" (OECS) approach [37] , which seeks stationary curves of a functional related to instantaneous stretching (i.e., strain);
(c) the "material barriers to diffusive transport" [24, 25] approach described in the previous section.
In these three cases, the tensor field comes from, respectively, (a) the Cauchy-Green strain tensor C t t 0 = (DΦ t t 0 ) DΦ t t 0 , (b) the rate of strain tensor S t 0 (i.e., the symmetric part of the velocity gradient DF (·, t 0 )), and (c) the transport tensor T t t 0 defined in the previous section. In the following, we will use the generic T to denote any of these tensor fields.
The geodesic vortex approach seeks to find closed null-geodesic curves of T − λI; here the (real) parameter λ is taken from a physically motivated range. Recall that nullgeodesics are smooth curves γ that have "zero length" when measured in the indefinite metric T − λI, i.e. γ · (T − λI)γ = 0. It is readily verified that they can be computed as integral curves of
where λ 1 ≤ λ 2 are eigenvalues of T and ξ 1 , ξ 2 are corresponding normalized eigenvectors. This is derived from the fact [23] that null-geodesics γ have uniform T-strain along themselves, i.e., along γ one has
As such, null-geodesics are closed integral curves of a planar line field, to which a corresponding index theory applies; cf. Appendices A and B. Analogously to index theory for planar vector fields, closed null-geodesics have index 1 relative to their inducing line field. As defined formally in Appendix A, we will (i) assign an index (relative to the line-field) to regions that are sets whose boundary forms a closed Jordan curve, or that are finite disjoint unions of such sets and (ii) refer to all such regions with index 1 as elliptic regions.
While the elliptic regions we initially identify will not have geodesic vortices as their boundaries per se, we aim to find geodesic vortices that are homotopic to the elliptic regions found. The identification of elliptic regions is the first step we use for the computation of geodesic vortices (this builds on [23, 29] ).
The computational approach
In this section, we give details of our implementation approach. The structure of this section closely resembles the high-level structure of our implementation provided in CoherentStructures.jl. Our computational approach, at the highest level, consists of three steps:
(1) Identify certain elliptic regions as candidate regions near geodesic vortices, based on index theoretical methods applied to the first eigenvector of T ; cf. Appendices A and B. for the foundational theoretical aspects.
(2) For each identified elliptic region, localize tensor field data to a neighborhood of the region.
(3) Compute closed orbits (i.e., geodesic vortices) by a shooting method in this neighborhood.
We describe each step in more detail in the following sections.
Identification of elliptic regions
In a computational setting, we know the values of the tensor field T and, hence, its subdominant eigenvector field = ξ 1 , only at a finite number of points, say, the nodes of a polygonal triangulation/mesh P. A candidate elliptic region R will be the union of a finite set of polygonal faces P 1 , . . . , P k from P. Such regions are identified in three steps:
(i) Compute indices of every mesh face in a fast and robust manner solely from the given tensor data, without interpolation; cf. Section 3.1.1.
(ii) Suitably merge mesh faces into regions with stable index, and extract those that are elliptic; cf. Section 3.1.2.
(iii) Optionally, do further merging to obtain larger elliptic regions.
The second and third steps are necessary because generically, the only structurally stable singularities occurring in regular tensor fields have index ± 1 2 [9] . Therefore, unless treating a degenerate or artificial tensor field, sufficiently small single polygonal regions are not elliptic. To identify elliptic regions, we merge nearby polygonal faces with nonvanishing indices in step (ii). Consistently with the additivity of the index under curve composition/region merging (see Appendix A), we add indices of polygonal cells when they are merged.
So far we have not yet specified criteria for deciding which polygonal regions should be merged. We argue that a reasonable, robust criterion is to require that a candidate region's index shall not change when (further) enlarged by a specified radius r > 0. This is captured by the following definition. Definition 1. We say that a region R is r-stable (relative to ), if the set R s := {x ∈ Ω; d(x, R) ≤ s} has the same index (relative to ) as R for any 0 ≤ s ≤ r.
Clearly, if a region R is r-stable, then within the r-vicinity of its boundary all polygonal faces have index 0. Candidate regions for being homotopic to geodesic vortices are taken to be those that are minimal (with respect to inclusion) unions of polygons that are r-stable and elliptic. We note that in some cases the assumption of minimality is too strong; as observed in [29] , it is common for large geodesic vortices to bound exactly two r-stable regions, each of wedge-type (i.e., index 1 2 ). In order to include also these elliptic regions, we additionally introduce a number of ways to merge multiple r-stable regions that have indices summing to 1.
Before giving a description of the details of steps (i)-(iii), we summarize that our identification method is fast, works directly on the line field data at mesh points, and can be used on unstructured, irregular meshes/grids. Moreover, it is unnecessary to choose pointwise orientations for the line field, or to use ad-hoc heuristics for singularity type classification. Robustness against local computational errors is achieved by automatically choosing contours large enough so that any enlargement of the contour (up to a specified size given by r) yields the same result. This is the only parameter required by the (indirect) singularity detection method.
Step (i): Calculating indices
Assume we have a polygonal mesh P on Ω consisting of vertices V, edges E, and polygonal faces F. The vertices are points at which the value of the line field is known. Since we are working in a discrete setting, the natural curves to consider for the computation of indices are concatenations of edges in E. To this end, let γ be a simple closed Jordan curve along n edges of the mesh, i.e., passing through the vertices v 1 , . . . , v n , v n+1 = v 1 along the edges e i = (v i , v i+1 ) and enclosing a union of polygons; cf. Fig. 2 .
Since we know the value of the line field only at the vertices, we need to approximate the curve • γ : [1, n + 1] → P 1 based on those values in order to approximate θ used in Definition 3; Appendix A. We cannot apply Definition 3 to the discrete case directly as the angles θ i between (v i ) and the x-axis are determined only up to a multiple of π. We follow [42] and choose θ i such that the angle difference ∆ i := θ i+1 − θ i between subsequent angle representations is minimal modulo π for i = 1, . . . , n. This is achieved by setting
where α i is any angle representation of (v i ). The index is then approximated by
where the right hand side can be viewed as a discretization of the integral representation of the index in Eq. (8) . We will refer to ind as the "computed index" whenever we wish to explicitly distinguish this from the true index, though we will not always make the distinction. We never have to pick an orientation θ i for the line field at the vertices, but only compute the angle updates ∆ i via Eq. (6) from any angle representation α i ; the latter is usually obtained by calling the arctan function on the line field components. Moreover, the value ∆ i only depends on the (directed) edge e i and not on the rest of γ. Hence, ∆ can be established as a function on the set of edges V. This method is used in [42] for line field simplification by merging of singularities, where it is shown that for linear line fields this approach yields the correct index of an interpolated line-field on triangular meshes -even though these resolve the angle function θ by as few as three values. If γ encloses a region R (and is positively oriented), define ind (R) = ind (γ). From the definition of ∆ i , we know that it changes sign if the direction of e i is reversed. This gives an additive property that is consistent with the additive property of the index.
Lemma 2 allows us to ignore faces with vanishing index from all considerations in the following.
The method just described can also be interpreted as follows. Define the values of θ i by taking the canonical metric on P 1 as given by the angle between subspaces, and obtain a curve by connecting individual points by the shortest path in this metric (or equivalently by straight lines in the canonical embedding into R 2 ). To compute the index, we then count the number of times this curve winds around the center of the circle representing P 1 , and divide by 2; cf. the (equivalent) definition of the line field index in [40, p. 218].
Step (ii): Combining polygons
Let F = {P i ; i ∈ I} be the set of polygonal faces/grid cells of the mesh enumerated by an index set I. We identify each polygon P i ∈ F with its center of mass p i . In the following, the distance between faces P i and P j is taken as the distance between the centers of mass p i and p j , for simplicity. We wish to detect regions R that are elliptic and r-stable unions of polygons. We do so by finding connected components of an undirected graph G whose nodes are the center points (p i ) i∈I and whose faces P i have non-vanishing index. In this graph, two nodes p i = p j are connected if and only if |p i − p j | < r. By Lemma 2, the index of such a connected component G is given by the sum of the non-vanishing indices i: p i ∈ G ind (P i ) . Let K denote the set of such connected components. Any K ∈ K represents a set of faces R K := ∪ k∈K P k whose index is, according to Lemma 2 given by the sum of the indices of P k , k ∈ K. If these faces have ind (K) = 1, then the corresponding region R K is an elliptic region that is (approximately 2 ) r-stable (cf. Fig. 2) , provided that the computed index approximates the true index well enough at the chosen coarseness of the polygonal mesh. For a region K, we will call the average over (p i ) i∈K its center. 3.1.3.
Step (iii): Additional merge heuristics
As mentioned above, observations in [29] showed that the procedure in step (ii) may miss large elliptic regions, in which two wedge-type singularities (with index 1 2 ) are further apart than r. Thus, we account for special elliptic configurations of r-stable regions by a range of merge heuristics. The simplest of these, which we call combine_20, adds to the list of elliptic regions all wedge pairs comprising r-stable regions that are mutually their nearest neighbors (measured by distance between center points) among the r-stable regions (of nonvanishing index). We have a similar heuristic for combining 3 wedge-type r-stable regions with a trisector (index − 1 2 ) called combine_31. This seems useful in the OECS case but less so for other types of vortices. Additionally, we have also implemented a combine_20_aggressive heuristic that combines wedge-pairs under strictly weaker requirements. More specifically, it does so if (i) one of them is the nearest neighbor of the other; and (ii) if the rectangle with vertices given by the r-stable region centers does not contain any further r-stable region of nonzero index. This heuristic is based on examination of the singularity configurations occurring in our turbulence simulation described in Section 4.1. There, we also compare results from the combine_20 heuristic with those obtained from the combine_20_aggressive heuristic. Further heuristics can be developed and neatly included in our implementation. Since the resulting regions only serve as candidate regions for the closed orbit computation described in Section 3.3, false-positives at worst add some computational effort.
Discussion
Since the above procedure forms one centerpiece of our implementation and earlier implementations of the same index-theory-based considerations have deservedly earned some criticism, we would like to discuss some of its features from a theoretical viewpoint here. First, the procedure described above is a rigorously justified singularity simplification procedure; cf. also [43] . If a singularity contained in a single mesh cell with non-vanishing index is reasonably isolated, merging its enclosing cell with neighboring cells results in a curve homotopy of the boundary which does not change the value of the index, but instead increases the number of "quadrature points" in the discretization of its integral representation; recall Eq. (8) in Definition 3. Therefore, it allows us to compute the index more accurately. If the computed index of a cell is not equal to the true index; as long as an enlargement of the boundary has the correct computed index, the gain in accuracy forces other cells within to have nonzero (computed) indices, correcting the mistake after combination. In a similar way, if a singularity is accompanied by a very close second singularity, then their combined index is computed. This yields either (a) the cancellation of poorly computed/fake non-zero indices, or (b) the computation of the index of a larger region enclosing two singularities. Case (b) sometimes occurs in the center of closed orbits, where two wedges (each with index 1/2) or three wedges and a trisector (index − 1 2 ) are nearby and get combined to a joint singularity with index 1, correctly indicating an elliptic region. Case (a) often occurs along the observed boundary of vortices, where many singularities cluster along a line. From a macroscopic perspective, however, the indices of these singularities turn out to cancel each other out, indicating that the net topological effect is equivalent to the complete absence of singularities.
These effects are shown in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3a , cells with nonzero index on a quadrilateral mesh (only wedges (index 1 2 , red) and trisectors (index − 1 2 , pink)) without any combination steps taken are shown. One can clearly see the isolated wedge pair in the center of the figure, and dense singularity clusters aligned along quasi-one-dimensional strips. In Fig. 3b , singularities are post-processed according to the above procedure. Here, (i) the isolated wedge pair is combined to an elliptic region (index 1, white), (ii) the dense singularity clusters have been annihilated under combination/index summation, and (iii) a densely clustered 3-wedge-1-trisector configuration in the upper right corner (caused in this particular case by the use of a low order interpolation scheme for the velocity field) has been combined to another elliptic region.
Finally, compared to the preceding (the computation of the tensor field T via advection of potentially dense grids of particles) and the subsequent computational steps (the computation of closed null-geodesics), the index computations here are neglible in terms of computational effort. This effort consists of computing pairwise distances between points in the plane (though only distances between nearby points are required, meaning a tree structure is used with NearestNeighbors.jl [5] in our implementation), and of applying some simple logic/filtering on the resulting distance graph. The possibility to obtain information on where closed null-geodesics might be located allows for the restriction to a small (in comparison to the total number of mesh vertices) number of local domains, which makes good scaling behavior achievable when dealing with challenging flow problems on large domains. 
Restriction to local domains
One crucial feature of the index-based computation of geodesic vortices is the possibility to localize the subsequent closed-orbit computation to regions of a physically reasonable size. This distinguishes our implementation from that developed in [38] . One immediate and significant effect of data localization is that interpolants do not have to carry global information, allowing for a better utilization of computer memory (and the memory hierarchy) in the subsequent steps. This is especially true when working with several processes, as the amount of data needing to be sent to individual processes is significantly reduced.
Another positive effect of localization is that integral curves which leave the localization box trigger an error in the ODE integrator and are hence no longer followed. Finding a reasonable criterion for automated decision-making when to give up on an integral curve was a rather challenging issue in previous implementations.
The side length 2R of the localization box is a parameter that must be supplied and that bounds the size of geodesic vortices that can be found. This parameter is used by our implementation to determine default values for other parameters as well. These include the required return distance for an integral curve to be considered as "closed" and error tolerances of the ODE solver. Each candidate region identified in the previous step can be processed with only local information about the tensor eigenvector ξ 1 , ξ 2 and eigenvalue λ 1 , λ 2 fields.
Computation of closed orbits
Let K be an elliptic region identified by the procedure described in Section 3.1. That procedure returns a point p K (typically lying in the convex hull of K) which we view as the potential vortex center. To find closed orbits of η ± λ near K, we employ a shooting method and place a Poincaré section of length R from p K eastwards to p K + (R, 0). In order to apply the shooting method, i.e., to numerically 3 compute integral curves, we need to turn the line fields into local vector fields.
Orientation of the line field
At each point x in the domain, the line field η ± λ (x) is identified with a vector v ± λ (x) so that span{v ± λ (x)} = η ± λ (x) and |v ± λ (x)| = 1. Clearly, integral curves of v ± λ are integral curves of η ± λ . As for the vector field representation, we choose an orientation such that ξ 1 is spiraling anti-clockwise around p K , and ξ 2 is pointing away from p K . This is achieved by setting
and then
The local vector field can be interpreted as a rotated vector field ; cf. [10] . With the previous orientation, increasing λ turns v λ to the right (for v + λ ) and to the left (for v − λ ). We calculate v ± λ at grid points and then interpolate. On a quadrilateral grid, this is done by bilinear interpolation followed by a slight rescaling to ensure that the interpolated value v(x) has unit length. In cases where v(x) · v(y) < 0 for adjacent grid points x, y the interpolated vector field will have sharp kinks, suggesting that the orientation for the vector field may have been chosen incorrectly. As a post-processing step, we check that all obtained closed orbits do not lie in such mesh cells. Moreover, Eq. (7) is undefined when λ / ∈ [λ 1 , λ 2 ]. In our implementation, we nevertheless generate a vector field at such points, and reject closed orbits a posteriori if v ± λ (and likewise also η ± λ ) has points in a cell in which v ± λ is undefined at some vertex. We also reject closed orbits in the unlikely case that they do not enclose the center point p K .
The shooting method
After these preparations, the general approach is the following: Let Ret ± : [λ min , λ max ] × [0, R] → R denote the Poincaré return distance function for v ± λ . This is the (signed) distance from an orbit of v ± λ starting at p K +(0, s) to its first return point on the Poincaré section. The function Ret is undefined at points s 0 whose orbit does not return, and in such cases, we assign Ret ± (s 0 ) := ∞. Geodesic vortices are given by the zeroes of Ret ± . Abstractly speaking, the problem is to find roots of Ret over the square [λ min , λ max ] × [0, R]. Previous implementations for computing geodesic vortices [32, 29, 21, 38] iterate over a fixed range of values λ ∈ [λ min , λ max ] and aim to find zeros of s → Ret ± (λ, s). This has the disadvantage of often dealing with poorly conditioned problems. Figure 4 shows an example of the behavior of Ret ± (λ, ·) for various values of λ. In Fig. 4a , we plot the parameter value λ * (s), for which integral curves close, over the initial condition (0, s) along the Poincaré section. At local extrema, we observe a jump in the number of closed orbits for fixed λ. In Fig. 4b , we look at the same situation from a different angle. Here, we plot the return distance function Ret again over the initial conditions. The bifurcations in Fig. 4a correspond to tangencies of the curve with the zero level set Ret = 0 (black) in Fig. 4b . We therefore employ a dual approach instead and look for roots of Ret ± (·, s) for a fixed range of values s ∈ [0, R], corresponding to a range of fixed initial conditions along the Poincaré section. This has the following advantages:
(a) The function Ret ± (·, s) is-as long as the corresponding integral curves go through an annular region around the center singularities in which v ± λ is a continuous vector field (recall that the underlying vector field is rotating under parameter variation)-monotone (see Fig. 5 ), greatly improving the condition of the problem.
(b) If we only want to find outermost geodesic vortex, we can start with a large s, i.e., at the very right of the Poincaré section, and decrease s until the first closed orbit is found.
(c) Closed orbits that are found tend to be uniformly spatially distributed; see Fig. 6 .
Applications with CoherentStructures.jl
Both test-cases described below were run on a workstation 4 with 8 cores with a Linux (Fedora 27) operating system and julia version 1.0.1.
2D Turbulence with varying initial time as parameter
We calculate material barriers of an incompressible turbulent velocity field over a series of time windows [t, t + 5] for 700 equally spaced values of t in [0, 70] . This is done in order to test our implementation on a large number of velocity fields without the option of manually adjusting parameters from one time window to the next. For the convenience of the reader, we provide complete code-here and as a Jupyter notebook in the supplementary material-to reproduce our simulation. Unfortunately, the exact velocity field obtained changes from run to run, but the results should remain qualitatively the same. The velocity field is generated with help of the FourierFlows.jl [44] and GeophysicalFlows.jl [7] packages.
Generating a turbulent velocity field
We begin by importing some packages used later, and by setting up a computational domain. We now setup the remaining parameters used in the simulation. We numerically solve the vorticity (transport) equation
Here u(x, y) = (u 1 (x, y), u 2 (x, y)) T is the (incompressible) velocity field, and ζ = ∂ x u 2 − ∂ y u 1 is its vorticity. The parameter ν is set to 10 −2 and is the coefficient of the drag term, f represents the forcing (see also the FourierFlows.jl package and its documentation [44] , and [6] ). We run this simulation until t = 500.0 to work in a statistically equilibrated state, and then save the result at time steps of size 0.2. The code above takes a few minutes to run on a normal notebook. Figure 7a shows the vorticity field at t = 500.
Computing material barriers
We first setup a periodic interpolation of the velocity field, using the CopernicusUtils.jl package [36] . We are now ready to compute material barriers. The materialbarriers function calculates the transport tensor field T used in the material-barriers approach (using finite differences for the linearized flow map DΦ) and calculates material barriers. The result is shown in Fig. 7b .
Running with 700 different values of t took 5h 16min 26 for the less agressive heuristic, and 8h 20min 9s for the more aggressive heuristic. Figure 8 shows a histogram of the number of vortices that have been found in the 700 simulations by the two merge heuristics; cf. Section 3.1.3. Clearly, the more aggressive merge heuristic detects more candidate regions and, as a consequence, more vortices. An animation containing the detected vortices over each time window is available in the supplementary material. The animation shows some flutter in the continuation of some vortices, especially close to their "generation" or "death", indicating room for further improvement in the robustness of the method.
Global ocean surface flow
As a very large-scale example, we compute material barriers to diffusive transport in a global ocean surface flow. The velocity field is obtained by tricubic interpolation (using the algorithm from [31] as implemented in the CopernicusUtils.jl package) of geostrophic ocean surface velocities from a dataset 5 distributed by the Copernicus marine environment monitoring service. These velocities are derived from satellite altimetry data. We choose a time window (starting November 26, 2016) for which a small spatial piece has been used repeatedly as a data set "benchmark" case in the literature; cf., for instance, [24, 14] , and earlier studies on slightly larger domains [23, 29] . The domain studied in the first references is highlighted by a small white rectangle in Figs. 9 and 10.
We use a regular 10000 × 5000 quadrilateral grid, i.e., with 50 million grid points. Velocities in land-areas, or where ocean surface velocities are not available, are set to zero. Trajectories are calculated with CoherentStructures.jl, which internally uses the DifferentialEquations.jl package [35] , and relative and absolute tolerances for the ODE solver are set to 10 −6 . The averaged Cauchy-Green tensor is calculated by approximating the linearization of the flow map using finite differences, with the finite difference stencil reinitialized every 10 days. The resulting tensors are finally combined according to the product rule.
For the first test-case, we approximated the averaged, diffusion-weighted CauchyGreen tensor for a 90-day period by averaging the Cauchy-Green tensor every 10 days from 0 to 90 days after start. The calculation of the tensors took approx. 21 hours. We find 40, 580 r-stable regions, r = 0.25 • , of nonzero index and obtain 6, 469 elliptic regions with the combine_20_aggressive heuristic. The localization size R for is set to 2. The second test case has an identical setup to the one described above, but with an observation time window of only 30 days. The computation of the tensors required 7 hours. We find 43, 986 r-stable regions of nonzero index, with 6, 417 candidate elliptic regions we obtained 2, 259 vortices. The results are shown in Fig. 10 , the geodesic vortex computation took again roughly 2.5 hours.
While we are not qualified to interpret Figs. 9 and 10 from an oceanographic point of view, we do note that the region of known active vortex generation to the west of the southern tip of Africa due to Agulhas leakage [8] can be nicely recognized.
Conclusion
In this work, we have described in detail our implementation of the index-theory-based approach [29] to computing coherent Lagrangian vortices including material barriers to diffusive transport as closed null-geodesics of some Lorentzian metric tensor field. Despite the fact that there is no theoretical guarantee that all closed null-geodesics are found with the currently implemented merge heuristics, the approach is generally well-suited for genuinely challenging flow problems. This is due to the fact that while the effort for the computations related to the index-theory-based determination of candidate regions is basically negligible, its outcome dramatically reduces computational effort in the closed orbit detection via localization. In fact, there are cases (especially when reducing the number of grid points) where we do find more vortices with our implementation than with the implementation described in [38] . We suspect that this is because of the high degree of accuracy and resolution required in [38] . We have demonstrated our method on two test cases of considerable size. Comparable simulation studies have, to the best of our knowledge and with the exception of [1] , not been performed before, certainly not on an ordinary work station. In this paper, we have restricted ourselves to presenting the theory and the implementation for computing closed null-geodesics of tensor fields. The exact same considerations with minor modifications carry over to the case of constrained diffusion barriers, as introduced in [25] as closed orbits of the transport vector field. The corresponding implementation building on the same machinery described here is available in CoherentStructures.jl.
When applied to such challenging problems, remaining issues become apparent, indicating room for further improvement. Interesting new features that are work in progress or under consideration include the approximation of the tensor field T from scattered trajectories in order to have a purely data-driven approach for calculating coherent Lagrangian vortices, the use of boundary value problem solvers or topological methods à la [45] for the actual closed orbit detection, and other miscellaneous optimizations. In any case, our software, even in its current form, paves the way to global transport studies on the ocean surface from a Lagrangian viewpoint, which we hope may be of interest to the oceanographical community.
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provided that each index is defined. We may also define an index for subsets of Ω whose boundaries are Jordan curves (in D) or finite disjoint unions of such subsets, the additivity of the index then extends to additivity under disjoint unions, and unions that are disjoint except for a common segment of a Jordan curve on each boundary.
(a) Two curves γ1 (left, black) and γ2 (right, blue).
(b) The sum γ1 + γ2. Since tangent vectors along closed orbits turn once, we have the following well-known property.
Theorem 6. The index of a closed orbit of relative to is 1.
There may exist points in Ω at which a line field is not defined and, importantly, to which it cannot be extended continuously. Such points are referred to as (line field) singularities. As with critical points of vector fields, the angle θ in Eq. (8) is not welldefined at singularities and hence Jordan curves must not pass through singularities for their index to be well-defined. If a curve γ encloses no singularities, then it must have index 0. The theorem above hence shows that closed orbits of line-fields must contain at least one singularity.
Definition 7 (Line-field index of a region). Let γ be an anticlockwise Jordan curve in D whose interior (with respect to Ω) is a set R. Then we define I (R) := I (γ).
